INCIDENT DATE: 1/12/2023

LOCATION: California State University - University Village Apartments 1577 Northpark Blvd, San Bernardino CA, 92407

SUSPECTS: Unknown Hispanic Male, 40's, average build, bald head, black mustache

SUMMARY: Officers are investigating a residential burglary that occurred at the University Village Apartments. Investigation revealed an unknown suspect, used an unknown tool to forcibly enter the University Village Apartments. The suspect located an apartment door, which was propped open. The suspect entered the apartment without permission and stole a set of keys, which included the victim’s house key, vehicle key, and dorm room key. The suspect fled from the scene prior to the arrival of officers. Currently, the identity of the suspect is unknown. The suspect is described as Hispanic male adult in his 40’s, with a thin mustache and bald head. The suspect was wearing a black long sleeve shirt, black pants, and a gold chain necklace. The suspect got into an unknown (possibly Mercedes) silver 4-door sedan with a black sun roof.

Cal State Police is seeking any information/leads on similar incidents.